
Stage 3 Term 4 - Week 2
Friday 15th of October 2021



Week 2 Spelling Lists
Look Cover Say Write Check your spelling words. 

Then complete two activities from the spelling choice board.
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Starfish Seahorses Turtles Dolphins Stingrays Sharks

Old

Words

1 shark couch page build purify primitiveness

2 garden pout cringe biscuit modify primogeniture

3 alarm spout tinge cuilder electrify primacy

4 scar bout singe built classify primary

5 scarf south rage building magnify primer

6 hard mound plunge guild testify primarily

7 car wound huge buildup rectify primitive

8 harp sound luge built-in identify primeval

New Sound ‘er’ as in finger ‘aw’ as in straw ‘dg’ as in budget ‘ve’ as in sleeve
ology (meaning: 

study of)
manus (meaning: 

hand)

New 

Words

9 ever saw badger grieve geology manually

10 never draw budget native cardiology manipulate

11 under law fidget achieve mythology manipulative

12 river paw gadget deceive technology manifest

13 number lawn ledger believe astrology manufacture

14 sister drawn midget retrieve terminology manuscript

15 jumper yawn widget attractive psychology manumit

16 duster fawn extensive ecology



Spelling (20 minutes) - Look Cover Say Write Check your words. Complete an activity from the Spelling Choice Board.  



Fruit Break/ Brain Break

Grab a piece of fruit or have a 10 minute break to go outside reset, 
refresh and restart.



Read works and Read Theory

Complete the reading passage and comprehension questions that 
have been provided by your class teacher in the google classroom. 

This should take you 40-45 minutes to complete.



Grammar: Hyperbole

Your turn! 

Write 5 of your own Hyperbole sentences. 

Watch the video to learn more about hyperbole.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuzWLDWm6Zs


If you are working with Ms Carrington, Mrs 
Waggie or Mrs McCormick in Term 3, you 
will find your work in the Learning Support 
Google Classroom.

Everyone else, please go to the next slide.

Learning Support



Rewrite the 
passage 
making the 
corrections 
required.

There are 20 
errors to 
find.

EDITING





Persuasive Texts - Quick review before writing



Persuasive Texts - Writing

Improving Persuasive Texts
Someone wrote this persuasive text in 
class yesterday. However, he forgot
everything he had been taught about 
persuasive language and persuasive
devices. Because of this, his text isn’t 
really very persuasive at all.

● Read the persuasive text about 
chocolate.

● Rewrite the text in your workbook, 
in your own words.

● Add more factual information to 
make the text more detailed.

● Add language features and 
persuasive devices that Michael 
forgot to use.



Handwriting / Typing 

As part of the curriculum we need to 
learn how to effectively type and use 
digital technologies. Google Typing 
Club and take their placement test 
then complete one or more of the 
lessons. This should take 20 -30 
minutes.



Lunch break - Break 1

Enjoy the 30 minute lunch break with your 
family. 

Try to eat something healthy and drink 
some water.



Middle session
Numeracy: Numeracy Ninjas 

Week 2 : Session 4



Numerac
y Ninjas 

Complete 
the 
questions, 
you have 
5 -10 minutes

Numeracy Ninjas Week 19 Session 4



Numeracy Ninjas: ANSWERS 

Numeracy Ninjas Week 19 Session 4

Mental Strategies Timestables 

Q Question Answer

1 5 = 1 + ☐ 4

2 100 = 50 + ☐ 50

3 Halve 1 0.5

4 11 − 10 = ☐ 1

5 116 + ☐ = 120 4

6 140 = 20 + ☐ 120

7 5923 − 5915 = ☐ 8

8 6 × 8 = 48, so 48 ÷ 8 = ☐ 6

9 
What is 16:48 in 12 hour clock 
format? 

4:48 pm

10 
What time will it be 59 minutes 
after 1:09 pm? 

2:08 pm

Q Question Answer

1 8 × 2 = ☐ 16

2 5 ×☐ = 25 5

3 90 ÷☐ = 10 9

4 5 × 8 = ☐ 40

5 20 ÷☐ = 10 2

6 ☐ ÷ 7 = 6 42

7 3 ×☐ = 15 5

8 ☐ × 2 = 6 3

9 70 ÷☐ = 7 10

10 ☐ × 8 = 16 2



Key Skills

Numeracy Ninjas: ANSWERS 

Q Question Answer

1 95 × 538 = ☐ 34970

2 7088 − 3934 3154

3 2.3 × 6.4 14.72

4 7/10 as a decimal number 0.7

5 2.39 + 1.8 4.19

6 30 ÷ (−3) −10

7 (−3) + (−1) −4

8 Round 0.009484 to 1 s.f. 0.009

9 What is the letter at (−2, −1)? Q

10 What is 4/7 of 42? 24
Numeracy Ninjas Week 19 Session 4



Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System

Revision of Yesterday’s Learning…
Explain to a family member what the Cartesian
Coordinate System is and what it’s used for.
If this is difficult/impossible to do, refer to
yesterday’s instructional slides/videos. If you
have the confidence, you may record yourself
giving a monologue, explaining the concept.
If that is your option, have someone at home
record and then send your monologue to your
teacher via Seesaw or Google Classroom.

I am learning to:

- recognise that the number plane (Cartesian plane) is a visual way of describing location on a grid,
- recognise that the number plane consists of a horizontal axis (xx-axis) and a vertical axis (yy-axis), creating four quadrants,
- recognise that the horizontal axis and the vertical axis meet at right angles,
- identify the point of intersection of the two axes as the origin, having coordinates (0, 0).

Boeing B-52H Stratofortress

about:blank
about:blank


Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System
I am learning to:

- recognise that the number plane (Cartesian plane) is a visual way of describing location on a grid,
- recognise that the number plane consists of a horizontal axis (xx-axis) and a vertical axis (yy-axis), creating four quadrants,
- recognise that the horizontal axis and the vertical axis meet at right angles,
- identify the point of intersection of the two axes as the origin, having coordinates (0, 0).

Coordinate Geometry Revision Game/Activity;

Click on the link below to revise the plotting of coordinates on the 
Cartesian Number Plane by playing the interactive game. 

Hit the Coordinate

about:blank
about:blank
http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/click-coordinate.html


Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System
I am learning to:

- recognise that the number plane (Cartesian plane) is a visual way of describing location on a grid,
- recognise that the number plane consists of a horizontal axis (xx-axis) and a vertical axis (yy-axis), creating four quadrants,
- recognise that the horizontal axis and the vertical axis meet at right angles,
- identify the point of intersection of the two axes as the origin, having coordinates (0, 0).

Plotting on the Cartesian Plane: Activity 3 of 3!

Drawing a T-Rex Picture using all 4 quadrants of the Cartesian 
Number Plane. 
Click on the link “Drawing a T-Rex Picture” to access this activity.

Drawing a T-Rex Picture!

Take a photo of your Cartesian Coordinate creation and send it 

to your teacher to view/mark via Seesaw or Google Classroom!

about:blank
about:blank
http://www.mathsisfun.com/t_rex.html


Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System

Reading Coordinates Activity;

In your work books, write down the 
coordinates for each letter. Remember 
the x axis is horizontal and the y axis is 
vertical. 



Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System

ANSWERS

Reading Coordinates 
Activity;



Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System
Another Reading Coordinates 
Activity;

Once again in your work books, write down 
the coordinates for each letter. 
Remember the x axis is horizontal and the 
y axis is vertical. 



Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System

Another Reading Coordinates 
Activity;

ANSWERS



Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System
I am learning to:

- recognise that the number plane (Cartesian plane) is a visual way of describing location on a grid,
- recognise that the number plane consists of a horizontal axis (xx-axis) and a vertical axis (yy-axis), creating four quadrants,
- recognise that the horizontal axis and the vertical axis meet at right angles,
- identify the point of intersection of the two axes as the origin, having coordinates (0, 0).

Battleship! A Coordinate Geometry Game!
View the video below if you need to know how to play this game or use it as a refresher
course. This classic game can be played with another player by using grid paper.
Download and print off the grid paper by using the link below. Have Fun!

Click on this link for 1cm Grid Paper
1cm Grid Paper Link 

about:blank
about:blank
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gHJlYLomrs
https://www.hand2mind.com/media/contentmanager/content/gridpaper.pdf


How confident are you in understanding and using the Cartesian Coordinate System?

Complete the self assessment by choosing an answer below...

Very Confident, 

Confident, 

OK, 

I Need Some Help, 

I Have No Idea!

Mathematics: The Cartesian Coordinate System

Reflection



Let’s get our bodies moving and try this 
5-minute workout.

Make sure you have a big 
drink of water 
afterwards! 

Brain Break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rN0h6EZd6TM


1. Go to 
https://www.matific.com/au/e
n-au/login-page/

1. Complete tasks on matific

Matific

https://www.matific.com/au/en-au/login-page/


Break 2: 30 minutes

Go outside.

Take this opportunity to run around outdoors. 

Recharge and have a quick bite to eat so that 
you don’t become tired and irritable while you 
are sitting and working. 

Drink plenty of water as well.



Creativity Warm-
up: 

Drawing Prompts

Choose two of the drawing 
prompts to complete.

Don’t forget to send a 
picture to your teacher!



Visit the ‘Arts for Kids Hub’ Youtube channel and choose one of the origami options below (Origami for Kids playlist) 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLnoO3k54vcBQ_tNFyn7ukM1-LaQBAG2Ld

Option 1: Pikachu                                    Option 2: Yoda                                            Option 3: Throwing Star

If you don’t have origami paper, you can use A4 paper to create a square, which is the size of origami paper. 

Don’t forget to share your amazing origami with your teacher through Seesaw or Google Classroom.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLnoO3k54vcBQ_tNFyn7ukM1-LaQBAG2Ld



